
Orientation for the week

”Water and Environmental
Quality”

Prof. Riku Vahala



Learning objectives of the week

After the completion of the week the student

• Is able to identify the broader societal context relevant to water and 
environmental engineering, including key institutional, legal and 
economic aspects [knowledge]

• Understands the key principles of good environmental and 
water quality, including the relevant chemical, biological and 
limnological processes and their measurement [knowledge]

• Can apply basic water and environmental measurement methods and 
related basic analyses in the laboratory [skill]
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Knowledge

Water and Environmental Quality



Material to be used in the essay
Lectures & lecture material

Reading material in My Courses (you need to be in Aalto’s network in order to access the e-

books):

• Day, J. & Dallas, H.: Understanding the basics of water quality. In Grafton, R.Q. & Hussey, K.: Water 
resources planning and management, Cambridge University Press 2011 (Chapter 4, pp. 68-89).

• Sullivan, C.A. & O'Keeffe, J.: Water, biodiversity and ecosystems: reducing our impact. In Grafton, 
R.Q. & Hussey, K.: Water resources planning and management, Cambridge University Press 2011 
(Chapter 6, pp. 117-130).

• Almasri, M.N. & Kaluarachchi, J.J.: Groundwater quality: Fate and transport of contaminants 
(NOTE: read only pages 36-44). In Aral, M.M & Taylor, S.W.: Groundwater quality and quantity 
management, American Society of Civil Engineers 2011 (Chapter 3, pp. 36-44).

(You can refer to lab excercises on Tue-Thu if you wish, but this is not obligatory)

→ Essay assignment supports you to gather the essential knowledge and to reflect on that with

your future profession as an engineer→ achieving the week’s learning outcomes
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http://app.knovel.com/web/view/khtml/show.v/rcid:kpWRPM000F/cid:kt008NCB7K/viewerType:khtml/root_slug:4-understanding-the-basics-of-water-quality/url_slug:understanding-basics?b-toc-cid=kpWRPM000F&b-toc-root-slug=&b-toc-url-slug=understanding-basics&b-toc-title=Water%20Resources%20Planning%20and%20Management&page=1&view=collapsed&zoom=1
http://app.knovel.com/web/view/khtml/show.v/rcid:kpWRPM000F/cid:kt008NCCG2/viewerType:khtml/root_slug:6-water-biodiversity-and-ecosystems-reducing-our-impact/url_slug:water-biodiversity-ecosystems?b-toc-cid=kpWRPM000F&b-toc-root-slug=&b-toc-url-slug=water-biodiversity-ecosystems&b-toc-title=Water%20Resources%20Planning%20and%20Management&page=1&view=collapsed&zoom=1
http://app.knovel.com/web/view/swf/show.v/rcid:kpWRPM000F/cid:kt008NCCG2/viewerType:pdf/root_slug:water-resources-planning?cid=kt008NCCG2&page=1&b-toc-cid=kpWRPM000F&b-toc-root-slug=water-resources-planning&b-toc-url-slug=water-biodiversity-ecosystems&b-toc-title=Water%20Resources%20Planning%20and%20Management
http://app.knovel.com/web/view/khtml/show.v/rcid:kpGQQM0001/cid:kt00AG10B2/viewerType:khtml/root_slug:3-groundwater-quality-fate-and-transport-of-contaminants/url_slug:groundwater-quality-fate?b-toc-cid=kpGQQM0001&b-toc-root-slug=&b-toc-url-slug=groundwater-quality-fate&b-toc-title=Groundwater%20Quantity%20and%20Quality%20Management&page=1&view=collapsed&zoom=1


Essay = Home exam (DL 21.10 @ 23.00)

Write an essay on the following subject:

Contributing to a good environmental and water quality as a WAT engineer

• The essay should be based on the lectures and lecture material on 

Monday, and on the given three book chapters (remember to refer to 

your sources adequately!).

• The essay ought to be max four pages (excluding list of references) with 

25mm marginal, 12pt font and a line spacing of 1.5.

• Submit the essay (as .doc or .pdf) through Turnitin-submission box in 

MyCourses. 
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Your essay could answer e.g. to the
following questions:
• How to define a good environmental and water quality?

• What affects good environmental and water quality?

• What kind of consequences contamination may cause?

• What are the key institutional, legal and economic aspects that relate to 
managing environmental and water quality?

• Identification of different disciplines that are connected to managing good 
environmental and water quality;

• Reflection to own professional performance and future requirements that 
relate to contributing to environmental and water quality management.
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Grading of the Essay is based on the
following rubrics :
1. = Able to identify and list a very limited number of points. No evidence of using these points to provide reasoning to 

why and how they are interrelated. Very limited use of given reference material. The essay as a whole reflects a very 

limited level of understanding of the learning outcomes for the week.

2. = Able to identify and briefly write about limited points. Very little evidence of using these points to provide reasoning to

why and how they are interrelated. Very little or no evidence on causalities or consequences. Very limited use of given 

reference material. The essay as a whole reflects a limited level of understanding of the learning outcomes for the 

week.

3. = Able to identify a number of relevant points with some details. Using these points to provide a fair reasoning or 

causality. No evidence of a comprehensive overview of reasoning, interrelations, causalities or consequences. Limited 

use of given reference material. The essay as a whole reflects a good level of understanding of the learning outcomes 

for the week.

4. = Able to identify a full range of relevant points with details, supported by good use of given reference material. Points 

are organized to provide a comprehensive and cohesive reasoning or causality. Able to give an example of an own 

professional requirement related to current reasoning. The essay as a whole reflects a good level of mastering the 

learning outcomes for the week.

5. = Able to identify a full range of relevant points with details, supported by good use of given reference material. Points 

are organized to provide a comprehensive and cohesive reasoning or evidence on causalities and consequences. Able 

to link current reasoning to own professional performance and future requirements. The essay as a whole reflects an 

excellent level of mastering the learning outcomes for the week.
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Skill

Laboratory Work



Laboratory report (DL 21.10 @ midnight)

Each group has been signed with one mystery water sample. Through a 

series of different quality analyses, each group is supposed to discover 

which sample they are working with. The analyses conducted are 

presented in the Laboratory Analyses –printout (see MyCourses). Please 

familiarize yourselves with the analysis prior to the session, this will 

significantly facilitate and speed up the session for everyone. If you 

come unprepared, it is very easy to forget everything you have done 

quickly.

All groups are to return the laboratory report by 21.10 @ midnight. More 

information on the laboratory report, the content and instructions will be 

given during the laboratory exercise.
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Laboratory safety exam

NOTE! In order to be able to participate in the laboratory 

analysis, you have to have passed the Laboratory Safety Exam.

All the groups should inform Gaurav, who will attend the 

laboratory exercises in person and who will attend in Zoom. 

Any feedback about the exam?
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https://mycourses.aalto.fi/mod/resource/view.php?id=263676


Context

Policy and Legislation



Context

In your laboratory report, try to assess, whether your water is suitable 

for bathing according to the European Bathing Water Directive? Is it 

safe to drink according to Drinking Water Directive? Is the water body 

achieving “good status” according to the Water Framework Directive? 

If not, why? 
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Timetable

Monday

09.00: Orientation for Water & Environmental

Week, Riku Vahala 

10.00: Two examples of environmental pollution:

• Emerging micropollutants in wastewater

treatment, Dr. Antonina Kruglova

• Pollution in the Baltic Sea, Aino Ahvo, Finnish 

Environment Institute

Afternoon individual reading for the home exam.

Tuesday

09:00-10:00 Introduction of the laboratory work 

(Group 6 in water building) 

10:00 - 12:30 Group 6

13:30 - 16:00 Group 5

Wednesday

09:00 - 11:30 Group 4

12:30 - 15:00 Group 3

Thursday

09:00 - 11:30 Group 2

12:30 - 15:00 Group 1

Friday

13.00-16.00 Wrap-up session (Presentation of 

each group’s mystery water. Present the results 

and the basis for your conclusions. 10 minutes 

each group.)
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What kind of waters can you identify?

For example: Drinking water



What characteristics do you consider
important in them?

One does not get sick and,…



Which quality parameters desribe the
important characteristics in water

For example: 
Indicators such as E.coli and enterococci are used to assess
the absence of pathogens in drinking water. 



How would you control that the quality is 
maintained over the time?

For example: 
- In EU, directive for water intended for human consumption
sets the sampling frequency of tap water for E.coli and 
enterococci
- Water supplier manages the risks continuosly by WHO’s
Water Safety Plan approach, which is externally audited
…



Example: Parameters in drinking water
directive

Microbiological parameters

• Enterococci and E.coli

Chemical parameters

• Acrylamid, antimony, arsenic,..

Indicator parameters

• Aluminium, ammonium, chloride,… 

Radioactivity

=> Totally 48 parameters
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(COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 

98/83/EC of 3 November 1998

on the quality of water intended 

for human consumption)



Some relevant European directives 

Bathing Water Directive:

• Directive 2006/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 
15 February 2006 concerning the management of bathing water quality and 
repealing Directive 76/160/EEC

Drinking Water Directive:

• Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998 on the quality of water 
intended for human consumption

Water Framework Directive:

• Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 

October 2000 establishing a framework for Community action in the field of 

water policy
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http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32006L0007
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32006L0007
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:31998L0083
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32000L0060


Bathing Water Directive
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Bathing Water Directive
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Bathing water https://www.eea.europa.eu
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https://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/explore-interactive-maps/state-of-bathing-waters-in-2019


Drinking Water Directive
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…

New directive is expected to come into force in late 2020

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-

drink/review_en.html

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/water-drink/review_en.html


Drinking Water 
Directive
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Water Framework Directive
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Water Framework Directive
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Other relevant directives

• Dangerous Substances and its 'daughter' directives

• Nitrates Directive

• Freshwater Fisheries Directive

• Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive

• Directive on the Exchange of Information on the Quality of 

Surface Freshwaters

• Protection of Groundwater Directive

• Sewage Sludge Directive

• Floods Directive

• https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/index_en.htm
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https://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/water/european-waters/water-use-and-environmental-pressures/uwwtd/interactive-maps/urban-waste-water-treatment-maps-2
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/water/index_en.htm


Land-use activities commonly causing 
groundwater pollution hazard
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From: Source – The Magazine of 

International Water Association, July 2020



Nitrates in groundwater
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Ammonium 
in rivers
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https://www.eea.europa.eu

/data-and-maps

https://www.eea.europa.eu/


What about environment (soil, air etc.)?



Air quality
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http://airindex.eea.europa.eu/



Soil quality
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Copper (Ballabio et al,. 2018)Zinc (Noulas et al,. 2018)





Two examples of 
environmental pollution



Next speaker
Dr. Antonina Kruglova

Post-doctoral researcher, microbiologist

Together with increasing public awareness on the 

antibiotics resistance issue, her current research 

aims to provide new computational models and 

tools to assess preferable wastewater treatment 

strategy for controlling antibiotic resistance 

dissemination in cold regions.
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